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Diabetes cure for type 1, type 2, type 3 (LADA) & glaucoma
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Statement: As most of us are aware Type 2 diabetes can be controlled and cured completely with the diet, workouts (yoga),
effective stress management and other healing methods. However, Type 1 and Type 1.5/3/LADA diabetes healing or complete
cure is a big challenge because of our body’s immune system issue. With type 1/1.5 diabetes, the body’s immune system attacks
part of its own pancreas. Scientists are not sure why. But our immune system mistakenly sees the insulin-producing cells in
the pancreas as foreign, and destroys them. This attack is considered as "autoimmune" disease. These pancreatic cells – called
“islets” are the ones that sense glucose in the blood and, in response, produce the necessary amount of insulin to normalize
blood sugars. How do we protect that these “Islets” and how can we ensure that these cells produce enough insulin hormones?
Using Reiki Distant Healing and telepathy techniques I have reduced 2 patients glucose level. One was type1 case of a nineyear-old boy with high fasting glucose level (350 mg/dL) and a very high random glucose level (450 to 500 mg/dL) despite of
taking high dosage insulin on daily basis for nearly 2 years it was not going down. With the reiki distant healing techniques, it
has come down to normal level within a month or so. The same experiment repeated recently on another young gentleman 38
years old patient who was suffering from Type 1.5/3/LADA disease. His FB glucose level was around 350 to 400 mg/DL from
the last 8 years despite of taking strong dose of insulin on daily basis; glucose level was not going down. Within a month after
initialing Reiki healing treatment, his FB glucose level came down to 190 mg/DL. He is showing recovery from diabetes. The
recent healing on Type 2 Diabetes provides us information that even if the patient has any psychological problems, it could
hamper the glucose level. A Type 2 Diabetic patient’s PPBS was not going down from 290 mg/dl although his Fasting blood
glucose was showing normal. We were not able to find the reason behind it. When we did the detailed consulting with the
patient he was suffering from Insomnia problem. We immediately healed his insomnia problem using Reiki Distant healing
methods and within few days his PPBS level came down to 110 mg/dl from 290 mg/dl. Based on these findings, it is very clear
now, doctors need to find the stress factor in patient. It could be anxiety, phobia, insomnia, greed, morbid jealousy, vengeance,
insecurity, depression or any chronic psychological diseases. We had 1 patient with high blood pressure and due to which he
lost one eye sight completely and the other one he lost around 70% of the eye sight. We started giving this patient Mexican
healing and distant Reiki Healing within few days we could see that 3 of his dead retina cells activated. We took the patient to
the same hospital and conducted his eye test after 1 week of healing; there were changes in his eye sight. The pattern report
showed us 3 active retina cells (which was dead in the earlier report taken). The lab technician of the hospital confirmed that
there was an improvement of sight in the new report. The methods applied to research or our healing is mainly Reiki Distant
Healing. We have captured the patient’s lab reports and taken a video from the patients regarding their experience in terms of
recovery.
Conclusion: Reiki Healing is beyond science and it requires lot of research in this field to understand the healing recovery
process. According to research expert, Dr Max Plank a Quantum Physics expert and Nobel Prize winner from Germany has
made initial research on this topic and highlighted that Reiki Distant Healing is linked to Quantum Physics. He also mentioned
that the energy flowing from healers hand during the distant healing process in 1000 times more than normal touch healing
method.
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